We extend the ideas of sheaf homology on buildings (M. A. Ronan and S. D. Smith, J. Algebra 96 (1985), 319-346) to more general geometries with transitive automorphism groups. The main technical result is the construction of a universal extension of certain partial sheaves. This guarantees a rich supply of sheaves on such geometries. Computation of zero-homology then affords representations of the group. We consider various applications of the technique, for example to modular irreducibles for sporadic simple groups.
INTRODUCTION
In an earlier paper [ 121 we developed techniques for the analysis of modular representations of finite Chevalley groups, using the natural geometry of the building. It has been clear from the start that the techniques apply to more general geometries; we now make such generalizations, applicable for example to sporadic-group geometries. We are motivated by applications in three principal areas:
(1) Representation Theory of Simple Groups. For the Chevalley groups, the theory of modular representations (in the natural characteristic) is well developed. The same cannot be said for the sporadic simple groups, where any description of modular representation has usually been obtained one at a time, by ad hoc methods. For a more general approach, we now develop methods for group geometries which are "over the field (Fq." We can then construct sheaves for "weights in the restricted range" and their homology provides a class of F,G-modules. It seems that this class is closely related to the set of all [F,G-irreducibles. RONAN AND SMITH techniques from representation theory and finite geometry to obtain precise results on the possible structure of local subgroups. The approach typically considers action of some semisimple quotient of a local subgroup on sections of its normal p-subgroup. Often one can recognize the terms of a sheaf in such a section, so that computation of H, naturally describes the most general sections that could arise. Recently announced work of Stellmacher, Stroth, and Timmesfeld further emphasizes the need for a representation theory based on local subgroups.
(3) Finite Geometries. The sheaf formalism can be used to study vectorspace embeddings of group geometries. The important point here is that an embedding can be constructed locally by first constructing a presheaf as in Section 2; and then zero-homology provides the appropriate universal embedding (if it exists) (see Section 3D).
DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES
The study of geometries for simple groups has led to various generalizations of the notion of a building. For our purposes, the appropriate setting is that of chamber systems for groups, introduced in Tits [17] .
Let G be a group, B a subgroup, and PI,..., P, subgroups containing B; define a chamber system of rank n as follows. The chambers are the cosets Bg, and two chambers Bg and Bh are i-adjacent if and only if gh-' E P,. Evidently G acts transitively on the set of chambers; and conversely every chamber system of rank n which admits a group acting transitively on its set of chambers arises in this way. We shall sometimes call such systems group geometries. We are interested in the case where the geometry is connected under the union of the adjacencies; equivalently, we assume G = (Pl ,...1 P" >.
If G is a Chevalley group of rank n, B a Bore1 subgroup, and PI,..., P, the minimal parabolic subgroups containing B, then the chamber system is equivalent to (the set of chambers and panels of) the spherical building for G. The sporadic-group geometries studied in recent years (e.g., [4, 11, 8, l] and especially [14] ) can also be described as chamber systems.
The Cell Complex [lo] . Now let J be any proper subset of {l,..., n}, and let J' denote its complement; define P, = (Pi 1 j E J) if J# 0, and P, = B. The cosets P, g will be called cells of cotype J (or equivalently, of type S) and will be defined to have dimension IJ'I -1. The chambers are thus cells of maximal dimension n -1; the cells of dimension n -2 will be called panels. If 0 = PJg is a cell of cotype J, then St 0 (the star of a) will denote the chamber system formed by the cosets of B on P,g together with thei-adjacencies already defined, for all jE J. We shall say that r = P,h is a face of c = P,g if Jc K and P, g c P,h. It can be helpful to regard the set of cells and face relations as forming a cell complex (in the topological sense) in which a cell of dimension k is a homeomorph of a simplex of dimension k. This cell complex is equivalent to the original chamber system (see [lo] for details). Note that the cell complex is a simplicial complex if and only if P,nP,=P,,.
for all J, K (the "geometric condition" of [14] ).
If g is a cell, then we let P, denote its stabilizer in G. This agrees with our earlier notation of P,, if we let the trivial coset P, be denoted simply by J. We bear in mind that P, and P, might be equal for distinct cells 0 and z of the same cotype J, although if P, is self-normalizing (as is the case for buildings) then this ambiguity does not occur.
A Notion of "Field of Definition."
For many geometries there is a naturally associated field. To specify a held suitable for our methods, we assume a prime p has been chosen. We let K, denote the kernel of the action of P, on St (T, and Presheaues. We now fix some chamber system and its cell complex A, obtained from a group G, and fix some field k. In all our examples A will be over this same field k in the sense above; but this condition is not actually required for the definitions which follow. (For the rest of this section, we simply recapitulate the basic definitions and results on Gequivariant coefficient systems from [ 12, Sect. 1 ] none of which depend on properties of Chevalley groups; we refer the reader to [12] for fuller details. What was called a sheaf in [ 121 is more properly called a presheaf here. In many cases our preshaves will be sheaves, but we will not need or use the distinction here.)
We use the term "presheaf' to refer to a G-equivariant coefficient system of k-spaces on A. More precisely a presheaf 8 will be a set of k-vector spaces FO, one for each cell (r, together with connecting maps qCr~ Hom,(PO, Fr) whenever t is a face of 0, satisfying the following conditions: (ii) G-action: there is a linear representation of G on the formal direct sum of the spaces of 9, denoted by g + b, such that the restriction SO of the action of g E G to RO lies in Hom,(.%, 5$,); this action is required to be G-equivariant in the sense that whenever t is a face of a and gE G, the following diagram commutes:
These assumptions, (i) and (ii), immediately imply two further properties:
(iii) For g E P, the map 2, E End,($) defines a linear representation of P, on PC, and cpnr E Hom,,~(&, F7).
(iv) If REP,, then (g-'hg)l,~~~EEnd,(~~~).
These definitions have a more specific interpretation when the Fg are P,-submodules of some kG-module V, and the connecting homomorphisms are inclusion maps. In that case condition (i) is satisfied immediately, and condition (ii) asserts that the subspace &, is simply the g-translate in V of Z+$ defined by the kG-module action. The simplest such example is the constant sheaf&, defined by setting (XV), = V for all a, and FO, equal to the identity in all cases. More typically the terms FO would be proper subspaces of I', giving a "subpresheaf' of XV. The techniques of Section 2, however, show how to obtain presheaves without specifying a module V in advance.
Homology. A presheaf F defines a chain complex. The rth-chain space C, (9) is @go over all a of dimension r, and the boundary map 8, is C,,, d,, with dim a = r, dim r = r -1, where a,, = fq,, (cf. [ 123). The ithhomology H,(F) is a kc-module, owing to the G-equivariance of 9.
For example, if V is any kG-module, and XV denotes the constant sheaf, then by the universal coefficient theorem where H,(A) is the ordinary Z-homology of the cell complex A with integer coefficients. Since A is assumed to be connected, we have in particular -cg%b, mot where % and 3 have connecting maps cpgr, $,r and G-actions g, d. The set of morphisms from % to 'S has a natural structure of k-space, and we denote it by Hom,(%, 3). There are obvious notions of subpresheaf and quotient presheaf.
Some Elementary Properties. The first few results of [12] rely only on the formalism of sheaf homology, and not on properties of Chevalley groups, so they follows in our wider context with the proofs unchanged. Of these the most important is the analogue of the Frobenius-Nakayama reciprocity formula, which helps describe quotients of Ho(%).
(1.2) PROPOSITION. Suppose % is a presheaf, and V is a kc-module. Then Hom,(%, XV) =k Hom,,(H,,(%), V).
We derive a particular consequence, which we will use frequently in our later work.
(1.3) COROLLARY. Suppose V is a kc-module, and % a subpresheaf of Xv. Zf V= (%C: (r a vertex), then V is a quotient of HO(%).
The notion of presheaf morphism is also useful in the context of exact sequences. From a short exact sequence of presheaves, we obtain a long exact sequence in homology. In particular, we get: We also adopt from [ 121 the natural presheaf morphism cp: % + s'&,~,~) given by maps cpc: %c -+ HO(%). If x is a vertex, cpX is the restriction to %X of the natural quotient map from C,(%) to HO(%). For general (T, we set cpo = (pO,(pX; and this is independent of the vertex x on 0, as shown in [ 121.
Tensor Products. The tensor product %Qg of two presheaves is defined by setting with tensor product maps for the corresponding connecting maps. This definition leads to inclusions clj: C,(% @ 'S) -+ Ci(%) 0 C,(S); we obtain: (1.5) The inclusion uO induces a module map from Z-Z,(9@Q) to mm 0 Ho(W.
This map need not be either injective or surjective, but it provides a useful tool for obtaining approximate information about some fairly complicated sheaves we will describe. We often need only the following straightforward consequence of the definitions:
(1.6) Suppose V and W are kG-modules, with subpresheaves 9 c XV and 9 c A&,. Then F @ 9 is a subpresheaf of X,0 Xw = qyB w)
THE CONSTRUCTION OF UNIVERSAL PRESHEAVES
In this section A denotes a chamber system over I= {l,..., n} admitting a transitive group G as before, where B is the stabilizer of some fixed chamber c, and P,,..., P, are the stabilizers of its panels. We will take a system of coefficients defined only for certain of the P, and extend this to a full presheaf on A; thus we will obtain presheaves "locally" without prior knowledge of modules for the whole group G.
For example, it is of particular interest to begin only with compatible modules for B and for the Pi. The idea is then to use the transitivity of G on A to extend to all chambers and panels; and then to use a zerohomology construction inductively to obtain a presheaf defined on the cells of all dimensions in A. The presheaf obtained in this way will be universal in the sense that it maps onto any other presheaf having the same data at B and the Pi. First we need some general notation. Let Z7 be a subset of the power set of 1, closed under taking subsets (if JC K E l7, then JE Z7). For instance, the case of chambers and panels above corresponds to I7= (subsets of cardinality < 1). Let k be any field, and for each cell CJ of cotype JE I7 let a vector space YO over k be given. If the FO, together with given connecting maps cpo,, satisfy (1.1)(i) and (ii) just on the cells of cotype J for all JELT, then we shall call such a system a II-presheuf: If 9* is a presheaf whose terms at cells of cotypes JE I7 form the Cpresheaf 9, then we call 5, the U-restriction of 9-*, and call 9-* an extension of 9. We shall show first that every U-presheaf admits a universal extension. (ii) if cotype T 4 II, then 4 is generated by the (3") $,,,.
Then 9 is a quotient of 9*.
ProoJ: Let 54 17 have the property that all its proper subsets lie in Z7, let c be a cell of cotype .l, and let 9 I St a denote the restriction of 9; by our assumption on J, presheaf terms are defined on all the cells of St a (i.e., cells of which a is a face). Now define Y0 to be H,(9 ( St a); if a is a panel, then H, = Co, which is simply an induced module. To define connecting maps vpa we recall from the remarks following (1.4) that for each cell p of St a we have a natural map
having the property that if p is a face of T, then cpr = (P~~(P~. We choose this 'pp to be the new connecting map qpO in the sheaf 9* under construction, so that the previous equation becomes q,,.,= ~~~~~~~ and (1.1)(i) is satisfied.
For every g E G the action of g, assumed in the Z7-presheaf 9, gives an isomorphism of presheaves from F 1 stO to @;I St(OgJ. We therefore obtain a map, also denoted g, sending F0 to 9& for each a of cotype J. In [12] it was observed that the maps 'pp commute with G-action, so it follows from the definition of the maps that the diagram of (l.l)(ii) commutes for all connecting maps cp ~~, and so G-equivariance is maintained. We have therefore constructed a Z7'-sheaf where I7' = n u {J}. Continuing inductively in this way we obtain a presheaf 9* on A, whose n-restriction is 9". Now suppose that 9 is an extension of 9, as in the statement of the theorem; we must show that 99 is a quotient of 9*. By the hypothesis 172 @, 9 and 9* have isomorphic terms at least at the chambers of A. Proceeding inductively, we may therefore assume that for some k z 1, there is a surjection of sheaves 8: 8* 1 Sra -+ 91 sto for each a of codimension k. Let d.+ denote the natural surjection from H,,(F*l,,,) -+ Ho(YISfa), induced by 8. Our second hypothesis on generation of terms of 9 guarantees, by (1.3) that there is a surjection x: Ho(%lssto) -+ $. Now if cotype 0 I$ Z7, then 1!9*n: .9;,* = H,(F,*I sta) + $ is a module surjection which is compatible (via maps 'pp as above) with the surjection 8 of presheaves. If on the other hand cotype a E I7, then we merely take the isomorphism from 5$ to g0 given by our hypothesis (i) on 9. Once this is done for all a of codimension k, we have produced a presheaf surjection 8: 9* 1 str + 591 str for any z of codimension k + I. Thus by induction we may extend 8 to a surjective map of presheaves (all codimensions). (To check that it is a presheaf morphism in our sense, one must check that B,n preserves G-equivariance, but this is straightforward and we omit the details.) 1 By (2.1) one may construct presheaves starting (for example) only with terms at chambers and panels. As mentioned earlier, we will next see that it is possible to start with terms at just a single chamber and its panels.
II-Stalks.
In order to define a IZ-presheaf it is convenient to define our terms PC only on the relevant faces of a single fixed chamber c, and then extend to a full fl-presheaf by using the transitivity of the group G. Since the G-equivariance condition (l.l)(ii) is vacuous when we restrict to the faces of a fixed chamber, we replace it with the condition (2.2) below. For notational ease, the face of c of cotype J is simply called J. We now define a H-stalk at c to be a system of coefficients FJ for JE I7 satisfying (2.2) and the corresponding part of the composition condition (1.1)(i) (i.e., qJKpKL = qJr for JC Kc L E n). It is clear from the definition that a Z7-presheaf restricts to a n-stalk at c by taking only those (r which are faces of c. We now prove that a n-stalk conversely determines a Z7-presheaf. The argument is straightforward. Proof: Assume that a n-stalk { FJ: JE Z7) with maps qJK is given. In order to defme a collection of coefficient spaces, we begin by choosing (for each JE J7) a set of right coset representatives of P, in G. Because of the transitivity of G, these representatives may be indexed by the set of all cells of cotype J, so that g, will denote an element of G sending J to 0. It is convenient to choose 1 to represent P, itself (that is, g, = 1 for (T = J). We now define each FV to be a space k-isomorphic to FJ, and furthermore choose some particular isomorphism, denoting it go: FJ + 9$. For o = J we choose g, = 1 to be the identity map.
These maps now allow us define G-action on the direct sum of all the coefficient spaces (that is, the usual induced module). Fix a cell o of cotype JE ZZ, and some element a of G. Using our coset representatives, we can find a unique h E P, such that go. a = h. gcon).
We then define cl on the direct summand t, as g; l hi,,, where h represents the Prmodule action assumed in (2. Then (ab)" = 2; '(hh') go&,, which breaks up as (g;'h)(h'g,,,), in view of the group action of P, on tJ assumed in (2.2). But this becomes as desired. Note in particular that for g E P, we get g: SO --* 5$, so that FO acquires the structure of a kP,-module.
We now use the G-action to define connecting maps qor. Assume CJ, z are cells of cotypes Jc KE IZ, with r a face of (T. Choose an element a of G taking the faces J and K of c to o and T, respectively. Then define q6T : YO -+ YT as rl-'cp,,d, so that the following diagram commutes:
We must show that cpOz does not in fact depend on our choice of the element a. Any other element taking J, K to g', r is of the form ha where he P,n P,= PJ (as P,c PK). Using the group-action property (xy)" = 2~7, we have
where the last equality follows from the assumption in (2.2) that qJK commutes with the module action of P, on FJ, It remains to check conditions (1.1)(i) and (ii), to verify that we have indeed constructed a n-presheaf. Suppose first that p c cr c z are cells of cotypes J c Kc L E l7, with a E G, sending J, K, L to p, D, 7. We then make two applications of (2.4) to obtain the commuting diagram and use the property (pJL= qJKqKL of the n-stalk, to conclude (Ppo(Pm = (Ppr. Next fix cells o c r of cotypes Jc K and some element a of G. We choose b E G sending J, K to cr, r and apply (2.4) twice to obtain the commuting diagram By the property (xy) -= fj of the G-action, we have F-'(ba) -= ii, so that ~Pmz,m = qp,,d, and G-equivariance holds.
The uniqueness statement of (2.3) is an easy consequence of our construction. If F"I' is any other fl-presheaf extending the same n-stalk, and if ge G, let d denote the corresponding G-action on 9'. If g sends J to 0, then 2-I; sends PO to F;&. This map is independent of the choice of g sending J to 0, because if h E P,, then
The second equality uses the assumption that P and 9' agree on the stalk and hence /? 'hz= 1. The collection of all such maps sets up an isomorphism of sheaves from 9 to 9'; we omit the details. 1
APPLICATIONS OF THE CONSTRUCTION
We explore a number of different areas in which the construction of presheaves in Section 2 can be applied. In some cases, this will be only an indication, with a fuller treatment to be developed in subsequent work.
(A) Modular Representations of Sporadic Groups
For G a Chevalley group over the field k, a fundamental result [ 11, Sect. 23 is that there is a 1: 1 correspondence between irreducible kGmodules and "irreducible" sheaves-that is, sheaves in which each term is irreducible under the action of the corresponding parabolic subgroup. The situation for other groups and geometries is somewhat different. Consider the C, geometry for A, [l, 93. Here the irreducible 6-dimensional (permutation) [F, AT-module gives rise to a sheaf described, in notation like that of [12] , by the diagram The 1\4 indicates a reducible 5-dimensional module for the point stabilizer A,=Sp,(2)'. However, the terms of this sheaf are certainly irreducible at chambers and panels. We call such a sheaf panel-irreducible. (And as in [l2], we assume implicitly that such sheaves are "chambergenerated"-that is, that each term F0 is spanned by the images (gc) cpc,, of the chambers c on r~.)
The construction of Section 2 in fact shows us that panel-irreducible presheaves are always available. We choose I7 to be the set of subsets of size < 1 in I. To define an irreducible II-stalk, we begin by fixing some irreducible M-module V as the term at a chamber. Then for panel terms satisfying (2.2) we may simply choose for each i any irreducible quotient I/, of the induced module Ind,P'( V). On applying (2.3) and (2.1) we obtain a universal presheaf % extending our chosen terms. It may happen that I%! is not very interesting-possibly H, is zero, and some terms might be zero too; but for the groups we have studied, most of the members of this class of panel-irreducible presheaves are closely related to the modular irreducibles. Thus we could reverse the point of view in the previous example for A,: we could obtain the indicated presheaf by this panel-irreducible construction, and then discover that the 6-dimensional irreducible occurs in its H,.
The analogy with Chevalley groups is even closer when we focus on geometries (over a field k) in which the quotients Li for the panel groups have a unique component, isomorphic to SL,(k). This of course is the case in untwisted Chevalley groups. For finite fields k = [F,, the irreducible representations of such Chevalley groups are parametrized by weights in the "q-restricted" range-these have the form Cr=, a,A;, where the Ai are the fundamental weights, and the a, are non-negative integers less than q. In the above mentioned sheaf correspondence, the term at panel i is just the irreducible module for the weight a,A, under the action of the panel group L: N SL,(q). We simply extend this feature to more general geometries with such panel groups: that is, we say a panel-irreducible presheaf befongs to the (q-restricted) weight ,!. if the term at each panel L, is the irreducible SL,(q)-module for a,E,,.
Thus for example, the presheaf above for A, can be seen to belong to weight &: for it has trivial terms (weight 0) at the first and third panels, but a 2-dimensional term (weight 1 . %,) at the second. It is interesting to consider also the presheaf for weight i,, . Here we begin with panel data given by We remark that these terms are the same as those for the natural 6-dimensional symplectic module for Q,(2), which has a C, geometry "residually isomorphic" to this sporadic geometry. However, our A, presheaf for 1, is not found in any A,-module-it is easily checked (and details are given in [13] ) that H, of this presheaf is 0. We remark that a weight L usually determines just one panel-irreducible presheaf. In the case of a Chevalley group G, this holds because for a Cartan subgroup H, the weights aiA, determine the action of H r\ Li, and these groups in turn generate all of H. Analogous statements seem to hold in most sporadic geometries. However, we note that in the 3-local geometry for 2M,, (see [ 14 J) , the center of order 2 is a complement in the "Cartan group" H to the subgroup (H n L,, H n L,), and as a consequence we get two panel-irreducible presheaves for each weight. Usually for a geometry over F, of rank n, we would just expect to find q" panel-irreducible presheaves, corresponding 1: 1 with the restricted weights.
The C, geometry for A, is small enough to provide an ideal test case for our methods, and in [ 131 we give a complete analysis of its panelirreducible presheaves and the resulting modules Ho, which we summarize as follows: Of course, the group A, is rather small, and its irreducible modules are well understood. Before going on to a larger example, namely MZ4, we briefly discuss p-local geometries and fixed-point sheaves.
The geometries in [ 111 were called "p-local" (for p = 2) because each stabilizer is a p-local subgroup; in particular, each O,(P,) = U, # 1. This holds for the building of any Chevalley group, as well as for the M,, geometry (below) and for many other sporadic-group geometries. In such p-local cases, we use the definition from [12] . Given a kG-module V, the fixed-point sheaf %V is obtained by choosing as the term at c the fixedpoint space PO; the connecting maps are the natural inclusions. More informally, we may say a presheaf is of fixed-point type if the action of each U, on the corresponding term is trivial. This is a natural situation to study in the case of p-local geometries, for whenever the term at u is irreducible under P,, the normal p-group U, must act trivially.
The 2-local M,, geometry defined in [ 111 is a rank 3 geometry (i.e., the cell complex is 2-dimensional) having diagram 0 0 n "
The weight formalism developed above does not apply directly to this M,, geometry, since the panels have quotients Li which are Chevalley groups of rank 2, not 1. (This corresponds to the "truncated" square node in the diagram see [ 111.) However, the chamber stabilizer B satisfies B/O,(B) N L,(2). We therefore assign weight A, to B, and for each i = 1,2, 3 we assign li to the minimal parabolic of the panel group Li which is nor covered by B. Thus we obtain a set of 24 = 16 restricted weights, just as we would for the group Sp,(2) with the non-truncated C4 diagram. (Indeed, the corresponding panel-irreducible presheaves for the two groups will agree at some terms.)
For example, the fixed-point sheaf of the 1 l-dimensional irreducible Golay code module is of the form and so belongs to 1 I. It is a proper quotient of the universal presheaf %A, of the form constructed by the methods of Section 2 from the indicated panel terms. We summarize the results of the complete analysis of the panel-irreducible presheaves in [13] . Now the characters of these 13 irreducibles have been known for some time, by the work of James [6] . However, the actual modules seem so far to be understood only rather indirectly, for example, by their appearance in tensor products of the easier modules. The results of (3.2) suggest the possibility of a uniform and "intrinsic" approach to the modules, based on the geometry.
There are further analogies that one can make with the case of Chevalley groups.
For example, the fixed-point sheaf of the Steinberg module for a finite Chevalley group has at each panel 'IC just the Steinberg module of the panel group L,. In a geometry over [F,, the methods of Section 2 construct from such terms a universal presheaf, whose zero-homology we may call a "Steinberg module." (3. 3) EXAMPLES. In the case of A, and Mz4, the above Steinbergmodule construction gives the projective cover of the largest irreducible (of dimensions 20 and 1792, respectively). In many other sporadic groups, the resulting module is not projective, but is still divisible by a high power of the relevant prime p.
For example 26 divides the order of M,,, while 24 divides the degree 496 of the Steinberg module of its 2-local geometry (described in [ 143).
There seems to be a phenomenon here that requires clarification and eventual explanation. Perhaps (3.3) suggests that the constituents of the Steinberg module have smallish vertex, or lie in a block of small defect (if one is available). ' (B) Weyl Modules for Finite Chevalley Groups Let G be a Chevalley group over k = IF,, let A be a weight in the q-restricted range, and let VA denote the corresponding irreducible kc-module. The fixed-point sheaf FV, we abbreviate as 5&A ; by [ 12, (2. 3)] H,(FA) has a unique maximal submodule with quotient VA. This suggests the comparison with "Weyl modules," as mentioned in [ 121.
Now let W, denote the Weyl kc-module for A; it may be defined (see, e.g., [7] ) as the restriction to G of a rational module mA for the overlying algebraic group G over the algebraic closure E. Jantzen and others have established many properties of mA, in particular that it is the most general rational @-module generated by a highest-weight vector for 1.
When we restrict to the finite group some properties of RA still hold for WA. For example dimE PA = dim, WA is given by Weyl's formula, and W, has a unique maximal submodule with quotient VA. Of particular importance is the following:
'Recent results of Peter Webb [ZO] and Jacques Thdvenaz [ 191 show that these modules should be projective relative to a certain collection of (small) p-subgroups.
For each simplex CJ of the building, IV, contains a kP,-submodule which is the Weyl module (for the restriction of A) for a Levi corn-(*) plement L, of P,.
(This is just the subspace generated by the weight space for i under the action of L,; the assertion follows from the above dimension property, and the result [ 151 applied in characteristic 0.) Now (*) implies that one can define a Weyl sheaf WA, a subsheaf of Fwi, with (WA), N WnIp,. Furthermore W, = (w;), so by (1.3) W, is a quotient of H,(%$J.
In [12, Sect. 31 we observed that both W, and H,(F1) have certain universal properties, but that neither is in general a quotient of the other. However, for J. in the p-restricted range, the Weyl module for SL,(q) is equal to the irreducible for 1, and consequently we can use Section 2 to relate W, and H,(%.) in this case. Proof: By (2.1) we already know that %i maps onto &, so we consider only -llr,; the proof will be very similar. Let 17, = (Jc I: IJJ < 1 }, the set of chamber and panel cotypes. We claim first that %!Aln,( = def YAln,) is isomorphic to wAI n, : for in rank 1, the Weyl module for a p-restricted weight al (0 < a < p -1) is a basic irreducible of dimension a + 1, and so the panel terms of "w; coincide with the corresponding terms of gA. It follows that for (T of codimension 2, Ho(%!ll Sto) z H,,( w2I Stc). However, the latter module has a natural map onto WnlpO = ("w,),. This holds for all CJ of codimension 2; on setting 17, = {Jc I: IJI < 2 >, we obtain a sheaf surjection %A I n2 + -ly-,I n2. Arguing inductively as for (2.1), we eventually obtain a surjection %!1 + -W,, and so HO(4YA) + H,( WA) ++ W,. 1
It would be interesting to find a characterization of exactly "where" H,(%!J lies, between W, and the projective cover P( V,). For example, must P( V,) have a unique quotient z H,(+Y2)?
(C) Algebraic Groups and Rational Modules It was mentioned in [12] (and is evident from the previous result) that while our definitions are at least meaningful for the case of G an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k, the modules which arise in homology of sheaves are not rational and, consequently, are not par-titularly useful in the usual theory of algebraic groups. This problem arises because our notation of G-action involves induced modules (in the usual sense of finite group theory), and these modules are not rational for the algebraic groups.
This situation may be remedied by altering the chain complex affording the homology, so as to obtain rational modules, using "co-induction" (that is, the variant of induction more natural for algebraic groups, defined in terms of tensoring with the coordinate ring rather than with the group algebra). In our approach, it actually seems necessary to construct the abstract sheaves "indirectly," by means of a mild variant of Section 2. We given only a sketch of the procedure, as we have not yet investigated its consequences.
With G and k as above, we define a stalk (or more generally, a n-stalk) via (2.2), with the additional requirements that FJ be a rational kPr module, and the maps qJK be morphisms for that category. To define coefficient spaces and G-action for fixed type J, we replace the induced module of Section 2 by the rational kG-module 9,G defined as ((9;) t G)*, where * denotes the ordinary vector-space dual, and tG denotes co-induction. The particular form of this module is designed to preserve the two crucial properties: S,G has a natural kP+ubmodule which may be identified with FJ, and 9"J" is generated by G-conjugates of this subspace. The proof of (2.3) now formally gives an extension of the stalk to a presheaf defined on all simplexes of the complex, with a complete set of connecting maps.
If at this point we pass to the usual chain complex, the problem of nonrational modules in homology would persist. Instead, we define the rational chain complex to be the direct sum of the rational kG-modules 97. The subspace of d-chains is given by the summands with I JI = d+ 1. The boundary map is defined using signs and the connecting maps cp,,. In this case, since the chain spaces are not full induced modules, it is necessary to check that this process is well defined; however, this follows by the constructed equivariance of the connecting maps with the module action of G on each 97. It follows that homology of this chain complex affords rational modules. (The simpficial complex has passed into the background.)
From this point of view, it is particularly clear that the direct-limit module H,(9) is a common quotient of the co-induced modules 9"," for J of size 1. For example, for the Weyl sheaf 6. discussed in Section 3B above, we get H,( wi) = the Weyl module W, immediately. (Each summand of the chain complex is in fact W,.)
It seems likely that the sheaf approach may at least contribute to an enriched understanding of various phenomena like Weyl modules which are already well developed. We do not yet know if it will lead to any really new results in the theory of algebraic groups and their rational representations.
(D) Embeddings
In the literature, an embedding of a finite geometry is a realization of its varieties (points, lines, etc.) as subspaces of some vector space I/. In our context, an embedding of a group geometry will be thought of as a subsheaf of the constant sheaf &. Indeed as mentioned in the introduction, the universal construction of Section 2 may be used to construct very general embeddings by first setting up a presheaf Q, and then taking V to be H,(B). It may happen however, that the terms of $ do not map injectively into H,(b) under the maps 'pp (see Sect. l), and in this case d is not isomorphic to a subsheaf of a constant sheaf. The most extreme case of this happens when H,,( 8) = 0.
However, if one wishes to restrict attention to certain limited classes of embeddings such as point-line embeddings (in which one type of vertices gives l-spaces, and another type 2-spaces), then more specific results can be given. In a later paper [ 181 we will address these matters in detail and will give a necessary and sufficient condition for point-line embeddings to exist.
APPENDIX: SPLITTING AND NON-SPLITTING FIELDS
In the study of local subgroups described in the Introduction (e.g., [ 16] ), G-modules usually occur as sections of p-groups, and so are given only as modules over the prime field F, even when G may be over a larger field. Thus in order to apply our sheaf-theoretic results, it is necessary to see how the case of modules over a splitting field controls the theory for modules over smaller fields. The details are straightforward and rather formal.
We begin by letting k zk, denote an extension of finite fields, with Galois group K When I/ is a kG-module, we denote the restriction by VI &-the same underlying set regarded only as k,G-module. And if A is a k,G-module, we denote by A Ok0 k (or just A Ok) the kG-module obtained by "extending the ground field." We are particularly interested in irreducible modules, and the standard result [S, (7.19) ] relating the two situations may be stated as:
(Al) THEOREM. Let A be an irreducible k, G-module. Then AOk =kG @craj-V", where the Vm (possibly repeated) are all the irreducible kc-modules whose restriction to k, is A.
We remark that it is more usual to let k, denote the field obtained by adjoining to k, the character values of V, and to break the sum in (Al ) into Ik: k, 1 copies, summed over the Galois group of kl over k,, thus reducing the problems to consideration of two successive extensions.
However, the notational simplicity of (Al ) is well suited to our formal arguments to follow.
In particular, (Al ) implies that every irreducible k,G-module can be obtained by restriction from some kG-irreducible. Of course, this is not constructive; and indeed when k, = k, we may be given a k,G-module, but not know how to specify a k-action (which must exist for theoretical reasons in (Al)). Such problems persist when modules are considered locally, that is, as sheaves.
We extend our above notation to sheaves, in the obvious way. If 4 is a presheaf of k-spaces, we let %lko denote the presheaf with the same terms considered only as k,-spaces. Conversely, if 9 is a presheaf of k,-spaces, we define a corresponding presheaf % Q k of k-spaces in the standard way: the term (% 0 k), is defined by %fl@ k, and the connecting map for the pair cr, r is given by the natural tensor product map cpVr 0 1 defined by the map cpgr of %. Finally, the G-action is defined from that of %, in such a way as to commute with the k-action (UQU) g d" (@)Qa (uEsome %0, aEk, gEG).
where 2 and S indicate the action of g on % and % 0 k. With these definitions, it is easy to deduce the sheaf properties (1.1)(i) and (ii) for % @k from those holding in %. Now our present concern is with sheaves defined by modules, so in the remainder of the section, the notation %A for some module A can denote either the constant sheaf X4, or the fixed-point sheaf as in Section 3.
(A2) THEOREM. (i) Hi(%A) =kO Hi(%P(ka) =ko Hi(SGV)lkO.
(ii) Hi(% =k ff;(+A@k)) =k 0, ffi(%v)l.
Proof: For any kc-sheaf % there is an obvious k,G-isomorphism of chain complexes C,(%jkO) E,+~ C*(%)lko. Moreover if A and V" are isomorphic as k, G-modules as in (A 1 ), then clearly %A N k. %PI k. as k, Gsheaves. This proves (i).
To prove (ii) we observe first that by the discussion above, for any k,Gpresheaf g, one has C,(9) @ k N k C,(Y @ k). Since %A @k cxk %Aa,k this shows that C,(%A)@ k zVk C,(%A,,). Now since we are dealing with fields, there are no torsion products, so the universal coefficient theorem (e.g., [3, 11.18 .31) shows H,(%A)Ok N H*(%Aok). The remaining statement of (ii) follows from (Al). 1
Now the main application of (A2) is as follows. Suppose we are given G with large splitting field k, and need to determine the nature of some k,Gmodule B known only to be generated by the terms of a given k,-sheaf %. If we can identify 9 as the natural sheaf %A for some irreducible k,G-module A, then we know by the usual reciprocity law (1.3) that B is a quotient of H,,(FA). To bound the latter, we may choose any kG-module V such that 1/l k, 2: A, and compute the kG-module H0(9r,). Then B is some k,G-quotient of HO(FV). (Of course, H,(&,) may have quotients as a k,Gmodule which are not kc-module quotients.) EXAMPLE. Suppose G is a Chevalley group over k = IF, > F, = k,. Suppose V is a basic irreducible kc-module for a minimal high weight, with A = VI FP. Then for the fixed-point sheaf FA, the ff,G-module H,,(PA) is, by applying (A2) and [ll, (4.1)], just A itself-xcept when p = 2 and G is a symplectic group with natural module V; then II,, is (as an F,,Gmodule) just a natural orthogonal module for G. In this latter case, H,(FA) has a trivial F,G-submodule of dimension a, with various quotients not available in the F,,G-module NO(FV).
We may in fact use (A2) to prove the analogue of [ll, (2. 3)] for nonsplitting fields (the details were omitted in the earlier paper):
(A3) THEOREM.
Let G be a Chevalley group over k, and V an irreducible kc-module. If A = VI ko, then HO(FA) has a unique maximal k,G-submodule, with quotient 'VA.
